Chapter 2
Ontologies and Procedural Modelling

Abstract  This chapter consists of a literature review regarding the use of ontologies on virtual environments and the procedural modelling solutions that have been proposed with focus in two approaches: (1) the production of virtual hollow buildings, uniquely composed by outer facades; and (2) the production of virtual traversable buildings, with interior divisions included. The integration of ontologies and semantics in procedural modelling is also addressed in each one of the referred approaches.

2.1 Ontologies on Virtual Environments

Over the years, several authors [12–14] have defined and characterized “ontology” while others [15–17] were concerned with its applications in fields such as information systems and engineering. All of them inspired Guarino [18] and Chandrasekaran et al. [19] in the formulation of their own concepts about these knowledge organization structures.

According to Guarino [18], an ontology aims to describe a certain entity using a particular system of categories. In some areas like engineering—such as Artificial Intelligence—an ontology is established through a set of concepts and respective meanings (i.e. vocabulary) with a relation structure that intends to characterize a certain reality. The author also refers the increasing importance of ontologies for computer science, focusing in the information systems area, in which ontologies can play an important role due to their straight relation with components such as databases and program objects and application programs.

Chandrasekaran et al. [19], shares a similar vision. The author states that this kind of structures intends to represent a set of facts related with a particular domain through the organization of the integrating knowledge concepts. This organization arises from the analysis over the domain fields, in which the following authors’ assumption should be considered:

Weak analyses lead to incoherent knowledge bases.
—Chandrasekaran et al. [19]
One of the most interesting features of ontologies is the possibility of sharing knowledge. This promotes a re-usability and standardization. For example, a building can share characteristics common in several architectonic styles. Despite their appearance on the different styles, a window, a door and a wall are transversal elements to the majority of the existing architectonic styles. The representation of particular cases (e.g. Manueline window, mesquite entrance, skylight) are extensions of the generic ones.

Shared ontologies let us build specific knowledge bases that describe specific situations.
—Chandrasekaran et al. [19]

Besides re-usability, ontologies are considered, by Chandrasekaran et al. [19], abstract structures. The combination of these two features are completely compatible with the design of data models and object oriented programming classes (towards the considerations made by Guarino [18]). Thus, the ontological analysis of a certain domain field can be suitable for integration in areas such as computer science and software engineering, for both project stages: requirement analysis and algorithmic development.

Considering the notions left by Guarino [18] and Chandrasekaran et al. [19] at an abstract level, one can infer that the use of ontologies can be extended to other areas—besides information systems or software engineering—namely the ones involving virtual representations, as some authors have already shown (e.g. [20–22]). The following subsections will expose some of the works that successfully applied ontologies to regulate virtual representations in different scenarios and contexts. CityGML standard will also be discussed, due to its relevance in the context of virtual environments representation.

### 2.1.1 Virtual Representations Based on Ontologies

The integration of ontologies in some of the works developed around virtual representations will be presented in this subsection. Although the concept of ontology has been explored for a while, this way of structuring knowledge is still largely used by several authors today.

Pittarello and De Faveri [23] were concerned with the lack of semantic description across the considerable amount of virtual environments available on the Internet, which prevented a proper interaction with them. To get around this issue by enhancing the models with semantics, the authors proposed a solution capable of relating geometric primitives—X3D and VRML—with semantic class objects through the so called MetadataSet nodes. An independent scene ontology was also incorporated to establish a set of relations used for the description of a certain domain (for example, a wall can be contained inside the room).
One year later, an approach involving surgical models for computer-assisted neurosurgery was proposed by Jannin and Morandi [20]. The aim of this work is to provide a visual framework for planning surgeries, improving human–computer interfaces—specifically, for the computer-assisted surgery systems—thus formalizing the surgical knowledge and practice. The presented framework relies in a surgical ontology which establishes the concepts and relationships belonging to the surgical work domain—extensible to other areas of medicine—and a supporting software that describes the surgical procedures.

For setting up urban environments, a work that employs ontologies was proposed by García-Rojas et al. [24]. Their parametric system allows common users—nonexperts in the virtual reality field—to prepare 3D scenes through an on-demand configuration. To achieve this, a visual programming paradigm, supported by a proper ontology, allows the organization of a 3D scene components.

A pervasive system, proposed by Lee et al. [25], combines ontology-based context-awareness with adaptable augmented reality. In short, the framework considers several aspects such as user preferences, device profiles and security to augment personalized virtual models, which must in accordance with a given acquired context. Context-awareness is provided by three ontologies. The first ontology holds the general concepts related with the pervasive environment. A second ontology organizes knowledge about users’ device profile (related with the mobile device capabilities) and preferences (a set of user options). At last, a social ontology maps users activities related with information shared in the web, for further re-utilization. The authors exposed three system applications as examples: ubiquitous home visualization and simulation, ubiquitous car services and ubiquitous engineering collaboration.

The strength of ontologies was once again highlighted by ShapeAnnotator: a system developed by Attene et al. [21] that allows the classification of 3D virtual model meshes in a certain knowledge domain. The system provides a set of tools for model segmentation that can be manipulated by a user in order to easy and properly link the model parts to the domain knowledge, formalized by an ontology. The usefulness of ShapeAnnotator framework was discussed in two scenarios. The first one explains the potentialities of the tool in supporting the creation of human models (avatars) for Multi-massive online role playing games (MMORPGs) and virtual worlds, such as Second Life. The second scenario focuses the collaborative e-manufacturing of 3D products taking advantage from the abstractness and re-usability provided by the ontology.

In the museums context, another system assisted by ontologies that aims the collaborative annotations of 3D museum artifacts through web-based services, was proposed [26]. This system—entitled Harvesting and Aggregating Networked Annotations (HarvANA)—promotes the participation of communities in the cultural enrichment and improves museum objects indexation. One of the most relevant features of this system is the flexible ontology-based categorization—called of folksonomy—which optimizes tagging proceedings among the communities.
In the context of urban planning and management, Martins [27] proposed an urban ontology to overcome the issue of data heterogeneity among municipalities that use different geographic information data sources. The main idea is to establish a common data model and provide an unified platform for data sharing between municipal technicians. Thereby, the author supported a significant part of his work in the CityGML standard—addressed in the next subsection—to develop a set of data models, which intend to reflect the different urban elements. For example, the proposed building model establishes a structure which includes a building, building parts, rooms, openings such as doors and windows and several boundary surfaces like walls, grounds, ceilings and furniture.

A couple of years later, Colledani et al. [28] proposed the integration of several heterogeneous software tools for manufacturing activity design over the same platform, using ontologies for uniformization purposes. This is implemented through the so-called Virtual Factory Framework, which is composed by several components: data and knowledge, Semantic Virtual Factory Data Model (VFDM), Semantic Virtual Factory Manager (VFM), decoupled virtual factory modules and the real factory interface. In this case, the VFDM is the abstraction layer holding the ontology that can extend products and define manufacturing processes. The rest of the components complete the system by ensuring the connection of the framework to the external applications, through special framework connectors designed for integration.

Recently, Flotynski [29] developed the Semantic Modelling of Interactive 3D Content (SEMIC), which employs a method for the modelling of knowledge, rather than the modelling of virtual content itself. SEMIC employs a method that consists in the mapping of 3D content into semantic classes, which are related with each other, in order to establish object relations for a given domain. The creation of 3D content consists in a set of well-defined steps that includes the design of the concrete semantic representation containing properties related with the 3D content, the mapping of specific domain concepts and the design of a conceptual semantic representation of 3D content, for arbitrary 3D creation purposes. These steps, as the author refers, require the intervention of different skilled professionals such as content developers, domain experts and content consumers. This aspect might suggest that this system is somewhat complex regarding 3D virtual models creation process.

Another recent approach addressing simulations in virtual environments was proposed by Béhé et al. [22]. The authors presented a framework for interactive multiagent-based simulations in virtual environments, adapting ontologies as a core notion to ease the simulation design and re-usability. Thereby, simulations are configurable through semantic modelling. This is used to describe the different aspects of the simulation, namely agent behaviours, surrounding environments with physical objects, scheduling for operation progress and the results of agent actions and interactions.

The differences between Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and BIM were addressed by Mignard and Nicolle [30], who developed a system called SIGA3D. This system takes advantage of ontologies, to provide interoperability between construction and urban management. So, information about buildings and geographic data can be managed together, in the same structure. The system also promotes col-
laboration between facility managers, aiming the enrichment of knowledge models since the designing stage to buildings’ recycling.

The last work reviewed in this subsection is Virtual Collaboration Arena (VirCA): a collaborative virtual/augmented reality framework that enables testing and training events in the context of manufacturing systems, through several practical scenarios [31]. Such scenarios are mounted through web-based applications and interfaces that provide mechanisms for using and extending virtual reality content. Interaction with the referred scenarios is provided by cyber devices, also known as CDs, that enable the manipulation of their objects. The ontology concept acts here: a semantic manager layer ensures the bidirectional communication between CDs and virtual scenes, factoring on the available capabilities and requests—in terms of allowed actions/functionalities—supplied by the scenes’ ontologies.

Summing up, one might conclude that ontologies have made a significant contribution to the success of several works, some of them referred in this subsection. This way of organizing knowledge to regulate processes has revealed robustness and flexibility in several works that require data representation through virtual models in a wide variety of contexts such as simulation, industrial manufacturing, collaboration, urban planning and others. However, in the specific context of 3D urban modelling, there is a well-defined urban knowledge structuring standard named CityGML. The next subsection will address some of the most relevant features of this standard.

### 2.1.2 CityGML: A 3D Urban Environment Standard

CityGML is, perhaps, the most important effort for the standardization of 3D urban representations [32, 33]. These guidelines, proposed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), intend to provide a widespread XML-based format for the geometric and semantic representations of city components. The standard covers the building entity including its inner and outer components. Kolbe [34] explains the CityGML support to this crucial city element, by presenting also an abstract class named of _AbstractBuilding. This is the mother class that derives to Building and Building-Part. Building holds sets of BuildingPart which can be seen as groups of structures that take advantage of the recursive relation with the _AbstractBuilding in order to support a wider range of structural rearrangements. For example, a given building may hold a stack of floors and a castle might be constituted by a set of horizontal distinguishable parts such as towers, curtain walls or gatehouses. Buildings and building parts can be represented in terms of constraints by another important class which is the BoundarySurface. This one can derive to specific boundaries such as WallSurface or RoofSurface. Furthermore, this boundaries may hold a set of objects spawned from _Opening class, as for example, doors and windows. Finally, Room class is intended to support the inner compartments inside the building and building parts. The diagram that describes the building knowledge organization is depicted on Fig. 2.1.
The specification of buildings is also extensively addressed by Industry Foundation Classes (IFC): a data model standard widely used by the construction industry for project purposes, in the context of BIM process [35]. However, the quantity of addressed civil construction and architectural domains [36] is excessive and technically complex to describe an urban environment oriented for areas such as videogames, 3D cinema or archaeology. The overload of dispensable information—not perceptible to the eye during representation—can even, in some cases, harm the objective of the virtual building representation, depending on usage context (unnecessary heavy and time consuming renderings, graphical lag, heavy processing, etc.). To conclude and considering such aspects, CityGML seems to be more suitable for designing general urban environments that target virtual content creation for areas as the ones that were aforementioned.

Besides the various applications of ontologies on virtual environments, some procedural modelling works also use them to regulate structures’ generation (e.g.: [9, 11, 37–39]). The aforementioned works will be presented during the following pair of sections, which are reserved for an extensive analysis to procedural modelling, including the generation/reconstruction of virtual extensive urban environments and traversable buildings.
2.2 Procedural Modelling of Virtual Urban Environments

In this section, the production of virtual environments concerning the generation/reconstruction of exteriors will be presented. These environments are mainly composed by street networks and buildings, exclusively represented by outer facades.

2.2.1 L-Systems for Procedural Modelling

L-System was introduced by Lindenmayer [40] and adopted by Parish and Müller [1] to generate an extensive virtual environment considering its exterior layout. This technique uses an alphabet of symbols combined with a set of production rules. The process starts with an initial set of symbols that are iteratively replaced by other symbols until the final string is obtained. This final string is then used to generate shapes through a transformation mechanism. Parish and Müller [1] used this technique in two steps: one for generating a street network and other for producing buildings that can be described by several formats, provided by extrusion operations.

XL3D modelling system [41] also incorporates a geospatial L-System. Streets and blocks coordinates provided by a database populated with real data were used in combination with the L-System production rules, to generate the virtual downtown of Porto, Portugal.

2.2.2 Detailing Facades Through Split Grammars

Split grammar was introduced by Wonka et al. [2]. This technique relies on a grammar that operates in the context of a shape in order to produce 3D layouts. There are two types of rules in this grammar: splitting rules to replace geometries and conversion rules to produce transformations upon geometries. Shapes marked to be splitted or converted can be categorized in two classes: terminal and nonterminal. The process starts with an initial shape. A split grammar operates iteratively to force the shape to undergo several nonterminal states, until its final form. This process is considered finalized when all shapes in a pool reach their final state. Split grammar was applied to improve the details of building facades.

Later, Larive and Gaildrat [42], developed a wall grammar for buildings’ generation, based on the split grammar of Wonka et al. [2]. This wall grammar integrates a technique to produce 3D buildings with exterior facades. The process encodes several elements—such as building footprint and height extracted from GIS, user specifications and high-level features for the building exterior appearance—into grammar rules that are applied to create a building with extruded walls representing outer facades. Differently from [2], this grammar operates on walls instead of shapes. Finally, a straight skeleton technique [43, 44] is used to generate the building’s roofs.
2.2.3 **Semi-automatic Digital Reconstruction of Old Buildings Considering GIS Data-Based Topology**

A preserved area of Nicosia city was digitally reproduced through a partial automatic method which combines geographic data of building bases, building classification and style-concordant building components, such as doors and balconies [45]. Two distinct processes integrate the method. The former consists in photographing particular elements of the city to model realistic virtual building components. The later is a rule-based automatic process that starts by comparing the outline of each building—obtained from GIS data—with templates to determine building topology. Then, the ground edges are transformed into 3D walls. The previously modelled virtual building components are applied to each wall accordingly with the building topology classification and wall space available. Finally, using a straight skeleton computation approach [43, 46], the roof of each building is properly produced and applied.

2.2.4 **Random Extrusion of Floors**

Greuter et al. [47] proposed a system to generate pseudo-infinite cities. The generation of road networks is based on a regular grid, globally adjustable. The generation of buildings is achieved by combining geometric primitives—each set corresponds to a floor plan—that varies from floor to floor. The process starts with an elementary set of geometries, at the building top. Then, an extrusion forms a volume and primitives are added to a subsequent level. The process is repeated until reaching the building ground level.

2.2.5 **Feature-Based Decomposition of Facades**

Finkenzeller et al. [48] were capable of creating highly detailed realistic facades using floor plan modules (aggregations of 2D shapes at the ground level), coarse structures (volumetric shapes based in the floor plan modules), a procedural decomposition method for subdividing features in those coarse structures (e.g. windows, doors, frames and others) and also a geometry factory to handle the representational purposes. The referred work preceded another system that produce buildings with complex facades, proposed by Finkenzeller and Schmitt [49]. In this system, designers must provide high-level requirements such as building coarse, type and style to produce highly accurate 3D buildings. They can also change facades parameters after building’s generation, as the system is prepared for recomputing such modifications. A more mature version of this later system was presented by Finkenzeller [50] and it was used to produce the virtual model of the University of Karlsruhe. The realism of the exposed models is impressive. However, such level of detail requires spending between few minutes to about two hours per model, accordingly with the author.
2.2.6 Computer Generated Architecture for Buildings Production

Computer generated architecture (CGA) is another methodology related with outer facades generation, which relies on a rule system provided by shape grammars [3]. The process initiates with the creation of a mass model that constitutes the exterior format of a building, including the roof. This mass model can be seen as a merge of volumetric shapes that can variate in scale, rotation and usage portion. In the next step, facades are created to properly cover the mass models. The final step of the process increases the detail in doors and windows and also accommodates building ornaments. The grammar used in this technique—an extension of the split grammar—is sequential (similar to the Chomsky grammars addressed by Sipser [51]) and enables a large-scale production of buildings with different styles. A suburbia model of Beverly Hills was produced and depicted along with a procedural reconstruction of Pompeii, generated with 190 manually encoded CGA shape rules.

CGA was also applied in some works aiming virtual reconstructions [52–55]. Müller et al. [52] used it with the purpose of reconstructing Puuc-style buildings, that are similar structures to the ones found in Xkipché, México. In their work, the authors created a grammar to fulfil the architectonic requirements of the referred buildings. Thus, accordingly with the typical design of these structures, the grammar defines the building as following: first, the base is defined; then, middle walls are addressed considering building accesses; upon these walls, a middle-layer designated by medial moulding is produced; the last rules define frieze, cornice moulding and completion ornaments.

The same methodology was also applied by Dylla et al. [53] who produced a 3D reconstruction of ancient Rome (Fig. 2.2) through the combination of manually designed structures and procedurally generated buildings, in the same virtual environment. The class of each element defines what kind of approach is needed. For known positions, dimensions and design, class I elements are loaded from models created using a commercial computer aided design (CAD) software. If some information is missing, class II elements are generated procedurally using CGA shape methodology.

Besuievsky and Patow [54] developed their own CGA shape rules to reconstruct historic buildings and urban environments for serious games. They use as input 2D data provided by GIS with corrective mechanisms to deal with map issues, like distortion. This input allows the acquisition of relevant features such as building outlines, for further extrusions, forming mass models. The production of building facades is made through a user-friendly tool which hides the grammar to improve the easiness of use. The application of this methodology produced some interesting results on the virtual reconstruction of Carcassone’s old town, in France. The tool’s flexibility was demonstrated through the virtual reconstruction of two other cities with different architectonic styles: Nantes of France and Girona of Spain.

Tepavčević and Stojaković [55] combined developed a reliable mathematical model that combines fuzzy logic and probabilistic calculations to produce stochastic
Fig. 2.2 Virtual reconstruction of ancient Rome made by Dylla et al. [53], using class I models that were manually produced and also class II models, procedurally generated with a CGA shape rules set in order to overcome the lack of information.

CGA shape rules, that are used to generate realistic Neo-Gothic chapels. Each set of rules defining a chapel starts by specifying a building lot and a mass model. The mass model is decomposed in three main parts: apse, nave and tower. Apse and tower mass model parts are replaced with appropriate shapes and the subsequent steps will detail the model until the final 3D form.

2.2.7 Building Generation Based on Facade View Acquisition

A work focusing the decomposition of building facades through image analysis and shape grammars was proposed by Müller et al. [56]. Their system starts by processing a facade image and extracting its elements using automatic operations, through a top–down hierarchical process. For example, a given facade image is divided into floors which are, in turn, subdivided into tiles that are then partitioned into smaller rectangles. Afterwards, a stage that consists in matching the last rectangles with a library of 3D architectural elements, takes place. The whole process results in a tree shape that is encoded into a shape grammar, which holds the definition for facade representation.

A similar research line was followed by Koutsourakis et al. [57], who proposed a framework capable of producing 3D models from a single facade image. Its inputs are a parametric shape grammar and a rectified image of a single building facade. A tree-based process takes over the generation, collecting a set of rules that regulate it and, then, a Markov Random Field (MRF) formulation optimizes the parametric rules to produce the buildings’ final aspect. Later, Simon et al. [58] developed a system that uses shape grammars and facade image classifiers to generate 3D buildings. A combination of procedural modelling, statistics and image processing led to their solution. Both of the previously referred works are extensively addressed on Simon’s Ph.D. thesis [59].
2.2.8 Digital Map-Based Generation of 3D Buildings with Multiple Roofs

Sugihara and Hayashi [60] proposed an automatic solution focused on the production of virtual buildings with multiple roofs, considering building footprints provided by digital maps. Using a system to express polygon angles and sort vertices (clockwise), their method is capable of splitting a building footprint into rectangles, that are used to determine roof branches and constitute the base shape for roof creation. The presented results demonstrate a set of buildings automatically generated, each one holding a set of gable roofs unified by branches. Moreover, complex roofs were also produced in order to fulfil the requirements for the reconstruction of an ancient Japanese temple and also a pagoda.

2.2.9 City Modelling Procedural Engine (CMPE)

Carrozzino et al. [4] developed an engine that uses a set of input elements such as aerial photographs, vector and raster maps or even text descriptions, to produce extensive urban environments. At the beginning, streets data and block footprints are automatically extracted from the input maps. Then, a 2D road network is produced, followed by its 3D representation. 3D blocks and related buildings are subsequently generated. The buildings are produced considering user specifications or pseudo-random definitions. Further manual interventions for the refinement of the virtual buildings in post-production are also supported. A clean visualization of the whole scene is provided through the XVR rendering engine, incorporated in the CMPE.

2.2.10 Procedural Generation 3D (PG3D) Solution

A solution for procedural generation of extensive urban environments was presented by Silva and Coelho [5]. They opted by a strategy that consists in storing the instructions for modelling urban elements and geographic data in the same spatial database. The instructions for buildings’ modelling are stored in database native language, pointing to the shape grammar rules. Each set of these rules can be seen as instructions to guide the geometric generation process of elements such as buildings, roofs or balconies. The presented results include the digital reproduction of some locals of Porto city (Portugal) with a considerable degree of resemblance (see Fig. 2.3). The extended version of this work can be found in the master thesis of Silva [61].
2.2.11 Ontology-Based Generation of Urban Environments and Building Exteriors

The generation of ontology-based virtual urban environments was an area that few explored. In the current subsection, these works will be addressed.

2.2.11.1 Ontology-Based Procedural Modelling to Recover Cultural Heritage

An ontology-based solution was proposed by Liu et al. [11]. The authors embraced the challenge of recovering the cultural heritage of ancient China. To accomplish such challenge, a city generator was developed, capable of producing virtual models based on an ontology and on user input: a grammar for building definitions. Moreover, a style checker was implemented to avoid generation inconsistencies, such as buildings upon streets. Their work is also one of the few cases of an extensible ontology application that covers other architectonic styles. This system followed their previous work [10] in which a semantic-based modelling system was proposed. The objective was to improve users’ focus on its specific implementation, while the geometric details are encapsulated by the semantic elements such as walls, doors and windows. In short, a user propagates the semantic information of a building using a XML format and then a document type definition verifies the XML conformity. Finally, in case of success a procedural modeller produces the geometry according with a user demands.

Recent works [37, 38] include some additional features. Yong et al. [37] reported the improvements made to the previous semantic-based solution [10] that intended to overcome some noted issues regarding procedural modelling, such as the lack of annotations for digital architectural heritage which also impacts in the identification of procedural rules for digital reconstruction of missing monuments. Such issues triggered the proposal of an approach that puts together semantics, machine intelli-
gence, data mining and automatic annotations. Later, a granular ontology approach was suggested by Liu et al. [38] to allow a collaborative ontology design based on the sub-concepts provided by users of different expertise areas.

### 2.2.11.2 Semi-automatic Generation of Ontology-Based Building Facades

Bellotti et al. [39] proposed a statistical algorithm for the procedural generation of urban areas, capable of producing virtual buildings composed by several ontology-based facade components, considering georeferenced layouts and template styles statistically selected. The referred ontology is used to organize and relate several architectonic elements of facades such as windows, doors or roofs. The authors used the algorithm for the generation of urban environments in the context of cultural heritage promotion and in a 3D movie. Both were presented to users who rate positively the reconstruction, despite the absence of architectonic details, provided by elements like balconies or porches.

### 2.3 Procedural Modelling of Virtual Traversable Buildings

Besides the focus on urban environments and buildings outer facades, several other approaches address the procedural modelling of 3D traversable buildings. In the next subsections, they will be reviewed.

#### 2.3.1 LaHave House: An Automated Architectural Design Service

Rau-Chaplin et al. [62] developed an automated architectural service to provide a collaborative way of plan and design modern houses, foreseeing the interaction between architects and final users (clients or service consumers). A design engine (that generates over 100,000 different house designs), a customization component (for the final user) and a building configuration tool are the three main components of this architectural service endowed with some automatic capabilities to process house designs.

#### 2.3.2 Procedural Generation of Buildings Using Graphs and Expansion Algorithms

Martin [63] presented a procedural algorithm to generate residential units. Considering a grammar and user-defined constraints, the process starts by generating a graph
in which nodes represent rooms and edges represent the connections between rooms. Then, those rooms are distributed within a footprint and, finally, a Monte Carlo algorithm expands them until equilibrium is reached. Figure 2.4 depicts the result of the author’s approach. In his thesis, Martin [64] discusses graph-based techniques to generate structures of connected rooms and to place them within a given area. The process of room expansion is also explained in detail. Regardless of the similarities with the Monte Carlo algorithm, it seems that this designation was replaced by square bubble growing algorithm.

A similar solution—based on seed and growth approach—was proposed by Long [65]. This system considers as input an area for feature placement that can be rectangular or non-rectangular. Still, it is confined to shapes formed exclusively by right angles. The process of area fill includes the determination of feature types (shape variety) and also their placement and adjustment in the available space. The author argues that his technique is more effective than squarified treemaps approach (addressed in a later subsection).

### 2.3.3 Building Indoors Generation Using Constructive Solid Geometry Algorithms

Bradley [66] proposed a semi-automatic methodology to produce traversable buildings which considers two types of input: American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) files with heuristics and room definitions and building outline. Some 2D and 3D Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) algorithms are used to deal with division of the building outline into rectangular cells, walls extrusion, placement of door and windows, among other operations. The outputs results are 3D traversable buildings devoid of any details.
2.3.4  Lazy Production of Virtual Building Interiors

The concept of real-time generation of interior divisions was exploited by Hahn et al. [6]. The plans of each floor are generated through a random division of the floor into rectangular divisions and hall passages. The division process starts by defining a temporary region which is then divided in smaller temporary regions and built regions. This is repeated iteratively until each region becomes a built region. The authors also implemented some architectonic rules to ensure the proper generation of the final geometry.

2.3.5  Interior Rooms Generated Through Voronoi Diagrams and Constrained by Convex Layouts

Dahl and Rinde [67] developed an algorithm that generates rooms inside polygons representing building limits (Fig. 2.5). It receives a set of specifications for building generation such as constraint walls, windows and doors and also a couple of parameters defining region types and room types. Then, it mounts the building skeleton with a mandatory corridor for layouts with large dimensions and creates regions for grouping sub-regions or final rooms. These last elements are generated using a weighted Voronoi diagram that spreads rooms inside regions considering the desired room weights. Meanwhile, a room graph is created in order to connect rooms and then, the room types are defined accordingly with the input parameters.

This approach generates traversable buildings considering irregular shapes as constraints. However, some issues were identified: the impossibility of managing the number and size of rooms to be generated; the confinement to the generation of structures disregarding geometric holes; finally, the absence of visual details such as textures.

Fig. 2.5  Dahl and Rinde [67] used a Voronoi diagram to subdivide an irregular polygon into rooms
2.3.6 Rule-Based Generation/Reconstruction of Buildings

Rodrigues [68, 69] proposed a rule-based method capable of generating portuguese houses (regulated by [70]) and reconstructing ancient roman houses (regulated by Maciel [71]). Several steps such as room graph definition, floor plan composition using shapes and extrusions considering doors and windows lead to the 3D model achievement. Rodrigues et al. [72] revealed, in detail, the methods and processes carried out to generate roman houses, which include spontaneous L-systems, multi-layer graphs defining containers and also room connections, among other relevant procedural operations. Later, Rodrigues et al. [73] extended their work to provide virtual building models in several formats (for example, X3D and VRML). The improvement foresees the integration with virtual platforms like Second Life. The aforementioned works culminated on a doctoral thesis [74] that has some images depicting virtual reconstructions of roman houses like the ones that can be seen in Fig. 2.6.

2.3.7 Squarified Treemaps for Virtual Buildings Generation

The squarified treemap [75] is a subdivision strategy (Fig. 2.7) adapted for the generation of buildings with interiors. The strategy consists in splitting rectangular areas considering a set of weights and the following key rule: in each division it must be ensured that the aspect ratio has the closest value to 1. Marson and Musse [7] applied it to subdivide rectangular building footprints into functional zones and then rooms. The final step is the placement of a corridor to connect the unreachable rooms. Mirahmadi and Shami [76] used the same method with some optimizations at the corridor placement step, to increase the realism of the architectural designs.

**Fig. 2.6** Virtual environment depicting roman houses [74]. A set of reconstruction rules is used to guide the cultural heritage recovering process from the floor plan stage to the complete 3D building model.
2.3.8 Residential Buildings Generation Based on Bayesian Networks

An approach for generating virtual models of residential buildings, focusing the production of floor plans highly based on architectonic knowledge, was presented by Merrell et al. [8]. In this approach, a set of high-level requirements must be provided by an user and then expanded into an architectural program, that consists in a bubble diagram providing a list of rooms, respective sizes and connections. The architectural program—compatible with the referred requirements— is provided by a bayesian network that contains 120 of these structures manually encoded. Next, the floor plan is determined through stochastic optimization that occurs using operations such as wall sliding and room swapping. Afterwards, the 3D model generation takes place, considering a selected template that aims to garnish the building with an appearance style.

2.3.9 Grid Approach Focusing Floor Plan Generation

A method inspired in geometric grids used by architects to aid the manual drawing of floor plans was proposed by Lopes et al. [77], who developed a grid-based algorithm to allow the placement and expansion of rooms. Taking into consideration a few user inputs (for example grid size, list of room, respective types and dimension), first,
the functional zones are determined (e.g. public and private zones) as it was also suggested by Marson and Musse [7]. Then, rooms are placed in the proper zones and expanded using the grid approach. The placement step defines the appropriated position of a room in the grid. Then, growth methods based on cells filling are applied to make the rooms expand through the available area. At last, the connections are processed accordingly with connectivity requirements or definition rules to complete the floor plan.

2.3.10 Generative Modelling Language (GML) for Virtual Buildings

GML—acronym for generative modelling language in the specific context of this work (different from Geographic Modelling Language)—is an imperative programming language used to define geometric structures based on split grammars [78], that also supports the generation of building interiors. The available operations include the creation, modification and termination of scopes and also relative and absolute subdivisions. The tool effectiveness was demonstrated through a case study that consisted in the reconstruction of the University of Technology in Graz, Austria, which involved several steps ranging from the identification of superstructures (subparts of the same building) till the linkage of floors using staircases. More information about this language can be found in [79].

2.3.11 Component-Based Modelling of Virtual Buildings

Leblanc et al. [80] proposed a tool that requires programming skills to support the component-oriented modelling of virtual buildings. Each component can be seen as a geometric element of the building (2D or 3D shape), composed by faces or regions. The referred programming tool allows some operations upon components such as attribute alteration (add, modify or delete), component connection (consists on linking a component coordinates system to another component region) or creation (that includes, for example, instantiating, slicing, splitting, extruding or roofing components for geometric transformations or decomposition). Despite the high-level of freedom, a sequence of steps is suggested towards the attainment of the expected virtual models: space partitioning into roofs, storeys and rooms; extrusion of interiors and exteriors; placement of architectural elements such as windows, doors and balconies; and placement of furniture.
2.3.12 Producing Virtual 3D Buildings from Pre-designed Floor Plans

A tool for the expeditious production of 3D virtual buildings, including interiors and outer facades, considering scanned floor plans among other input information such as photos, room areas, location and surroundings was proposed by Santos et al. [81]. At a preparatory stage, some user inputs have to be provided in order to accomplish a few operations such as the floor plan vectorization through digital decal drawings and the indication of staircases. Subsequently, the entire geometry providing 3D visualization is produced considering the following steps: wall extrusion, placement of doors and windows, inclusion of interior furniture and, finally, roofs creation. Furthermore, some virtual elements are generated out-of-doors to integrate the building surroundings. Other interesting features that worth to highlight are, for example, the rule-based furniture placement, the realistic texturing and the (manual or automatic) creation of virtual visitations.

The prototype Building Model Generator (BMG) was another proposal that appeared even earlier than the previously mentioned [82]. The prototype receives as input 2D floor plans, previously developed in a commercial CAD software. Then, the floor plans are properly converted to a compatible BMG format and the prototype posteriorly detects and corrects small geometrical inconsistencies. Those floor plans are analyzed in order to extract rooms and portals. Further steps include the extrusion of walls and also the proper placement of doors and windows. An interactive editor is provided to allow some adjustments on building elements, including materials. Finally, there is a complementary tool—a staircase generator—that enables the proper placement of staircases. The final result is a virtual 3D model of a building with connected floors.

2.3.13 Ontology-Based Generation of Traversable Buildings

The ontology-based modelling of traversable buildings was also addressed by a few authors. The current subsection will expose each work.

2.3.13.1 Virtual World Grammar for Automatic Generation of Virtual Worlds

An ontology-based virtual world (VW) generator focusing institutions was proposed by Trescak et al. [9]. The case study provided by the authors is an auction system, represented by a set of activities: admission, item registration, auction, auction info and also entrances and exits. Then, a VW Grammar is constructed, based on an ontology. The referred ontology comprises both activities and a shape grammar. An object mapping is also performed in order to relate ontological objects with the
proper shape grammar responsible for its representation in the virtual world. After the completion of VW Grammar, a set of heuristics, validations and evaluations regulate the generation of the institution, that is made in two main steps: floor plan production and 3D virtual model transformation.

2.3.13.2 Framework of Procedural Techniques

Tutenel et al. [83] proposed an inclusive framework that produces virtual buildings using several procedural techniques. Building floor plan definitions must be provided using declarative language instructions, that trigger a sequence of steps including the loading of the floor plans and the selection of the techniques that should be used in each phase of generation. For example, lot (3D building gross model) generation can be made through CGA shape grammar and the floor plan might be produced using a grid approach like the one presented by Lopes et al. [77]. Some regulation mechanisms are applied to guide the whole process aiming, for example, the assignment of a convenient procedural technique for each building element to be generated and the avoidance of functional conflicts (bad placement of objects, such as regular room windows in bathrooms).

2.4 Summary

This chapter started by presenting the versatility of ontologies applied in a wide variety of solutions incorporating, 3D virtual models to serve areas such as medicine, industry, cultural heritage and design. Then, standard knowledge-based representations for virtual urban environments were addressed: CityGML was referred and shown along with the building definition proposed by this standard. Moreover, the procedural modelling solutions were extensively documented, including the generation/reconstruction of virtual urban environments and traversable buildings. Each topic had a few works that also consider ontologies.

Summing up, there is a wide variety of procedural modelling works addressing the generation of virtual buildings’ interiors with distinct approaches: tools based on shape grammars [62], CSG algorithms [66], expanding rooms [64], grid-based approaches [77], squarified treemaps [7, 76], rule-based solutions [74] with architectonic awareness [70, 71], generative modelling languages [78, 80] and others. However, most of them only deal with rectangular shapes or geometries uniquely formed by right angles. Alternatively, Dahl and Rinde [67] addressed the production of virtual buildings composed by convex shapes with a Voronoi diagram approach. However, some issues remain to be addressed, including: (1) the lack of support to holes in the middle of floor plans; (2) the apparent inappropriateness of the rooms’ generation approach when the control over rooms’ features (such as geometric constraints and arrangements) is required; and (3) the absence of textures that hamper the visual distinction of, for example, room types.
Considering the referred issues, a novel procedural modelling methodology will be presented along with a building ontology—for regulation purposes—inspired in the exposed ontology works and in the CityGML standard. The referred methodology contains a process that relies in some of the aforementioned procedural modelling solutions, specifically in the floor plan generation and the 3D transformation. The refinements made during the development of this methodology will be progressively presented until the final solution, that supports the generation of buildings constrained by arbitrary shapes, with rooms limited by a configurable number of inner walls. This solution also intends to enable the generation of virtual buildings in different architectural contexts, taking advantage from the integrated building ontology. General purpose buildings belonging to the generic ontology, T2 houses complying with portuguese architectural rules and buildings based on roman architecture—specifically domus—are addressed as case studies and for demonstration purposes. Moreover, a stochastic approach regarding the random generation of virtual generic buildings will be presented as a way of automating the virtual models production using this methodology.
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